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working. on this summer? ?
What are some of the• I have been helping my internship supervisor,
Dr
. Goehriy, with his latest book : readings/concepts that have"A Precarious Immortality : Genius and Its Discontents ?
Over Two Centuries of Mozart criticism
" "
• My work has largely consisted of citation- been explored?AHH
checking , formatting , and participating in discussions Theodor Adorno Aesthetic Theory
with colleagues about various readings and our ↳
"




categories of form and dismisses
•
"artists whose work [give] uncensored shape to the negativity of life !
"
↳ The flux of life is also the flux of art and expression.Why
?
is this book important?
?
? William James Psychology








Me is the sum of what a person can call theirs,
"
'
whichwhy are these explorations we can be conscious or unconscious of
,
and influences the conscious It!
↳ Habit
,
both good and bad, exist physically in the strengthened neurological pathways of the
brain
. sequencer of actions and thoughts interact much like
'overtones '
,
and theand concepts relevant? flowing nature of consciousness makes it impossible to recreate the same neural
*t state in the brain twice?
Stanley Cavell Music Discomposed•• A Precarious Immortality defends the notion that talent ↳ The conceptual battle between authenticity and fantnlence in art as well as experience,
can exist through the combination of hard work, passion , and anyhow trust becomes a delicate but indespensible commodity that preserves




is much both experiential and aesthetic order : we have trust in the world, our senses, other
g.
?
people, an artist; efforts any product, object, any machines . . . etc ,more dynamic than inert ,
"
mysterious rather than settled.
'"
In saying that it is not okay to call Mozart (or anyone
else) a genius, he shows that this position
" throws
up ? How have I grown throughobstacles across the pathways of logic, simplifies the historical
record about Mozart
,
and fails to articulate the experience of this experience?
Some of his music .
" ' am,
• There concepts and explorations are relevant, as working through •• This experience allowed me to probe deeper intoquestions about music and its relationships/interactionsthem invites us to shift perspectives and connect deeply with the
many systems and elements of human existence and experience. Our
with human behaviour and cognition, as well as
spirituality and the natural world.attention to there issues illuminate how and why they are
"
"
""" " °" "" ""
"
"
"""" " "" " " " ^" •• £ "" "" """"&"" "" the " """""""
adaptive, compassionate , and truthful in our own experiences and expressions. communication, and its historical contexts to be incredibly
important in becoming a more well-rounded musician . The ideas1
.
Edmund Goehring , A Precarious Immortality : Genius and Its Discontents over Two Centuries of Music Criticism (New York:
Oxford University Press, 2022), I.
2. Theodor Adorno
,
Aesthetic Theory (London : continuum, 20021,8 . explored this summer have contributed to Shaping my personal
3
.





See especially chapters ten and eleven, on Habit, 134-150, and The stream of consciousness, is , -as. philosophies and approach ¥0 both music and life.







HAD * Are acts of self-defense
* "
There can be comfort












at night : ideas come from? Do Up until Beethoven,
was music simply just
(You're welcome %) completely original ideas realized improvisation?even exist?
